Make a guess, double the number, and then move to the next larger unit of time.
But Brooks was lucky.
Back in 1975, life was a lot simpler. Men (and they were mostly men at the time) were real programmers, computers stayed put where the forklift put them, "standards compliance" was about the width of your tapes (whether paper or magnetic), and "internationalization" was about how well your customers wrote and (if you were unlucky) spoke English.
I worked in a company where the whiteboard read, "Internationalization er et problem vi har mostly styr på," with the Danish and English words written in black and green, respectively. A wry commentary on the difficulty of a problem so intractable is that we have even given up on its proper name (internationalization) and, instead, simply record the inordinate amount of letters therein:
i18n.
To Brooks's two Cartesian coordinates we must add internationalization as the third, and while we are at it, make the jump into hyperspace by adding a dimension for standards compliance, as well.
Complying with standards means that in addition to your own ideas and conceptual models of the subject matter, you must be able to cope with whatever conceptual models were imagined by the people who wrote the standard, while having something entirely different in mind.
Tracy Kidder relates an example in his book, The Soul of A New Machine. You may think you build computers, but you ignore the relevant standards for European freight elevators at your peril.
Before anybody gets carried away, let me make it clear that security is not the next dimension in this software geometry. Security is neither a choice nor an optional feature. Lack of security is just an instance of lack of quality in general.
What makes these four dimensions different from other attributes of software is that like pregnancy, they are binary attributes. A software property such as quality is a continuous variable.
You can decide how much quality you want and see how much you can afford, but making your program a product or not is a binary decision. There is no way to make it a little bit of a product.
Not that the world isn't littered with products lacking documentation, libraries doing 37 percent of what's needed, internationalization of all but the "most tricky dialog boxes," and code that complies with only the "easy" or superficial parts of standards. There is plenty of such software-I have written some of it and so have you. But those shortcuts and shortcomings are invariably perceived as lack of quality, not as fractional dimensions. We don't think, "21 percent of product"; we think, "nowhere near done."
Once we embrace this way of thinking about software, we can put a price tag on marketinginspired ideas such as this thinly disguised example from the real world: "Make it do XML and we will make a fortune selling it as a module to all the social media sites in the world." If the program took a month to write and Brooks's 1975 estimate of a factor of 3 still holds, I personally think of it only as a lower bound. We can confidently say that is not going to happen in less than:
• "XML" = standardization; now it's 3 months.
• "selling it" = product; now it's 9 months.
• "module" = programming; up to 27 months.
• "world" = internationalization; make it 81 months.
Less the one month already spent: 80 months of extra effort.
Our rule of thumb tells us that if we expect one programmer to do it, he or she will never get it done: 160 years.
To Frederick P. Brooks Jr.: Thanks for the best computer book ever.
To everybody else: Now go read it (again!).
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